CIS 1012 SOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
Integrated Chinese, Level I, Part 2

南高中文
Exercises 练习

Lesson 13: At the Library 在图书馆
Assignment#: __19___
INSTRUCTIONS: Write an essay in traditional Chinese of more than 200 characters.
Your essay should be focused on the topic provided below. Translate your essay into
English on the line immediately below the character squares. Count the number of
characters in your essay and enter it into the column at the end of your essay. Thank you!
TOPIC: This assignment is based on the previous reading assignment (#18). Suppose you are Wang
Peng. After you return to your dormitory from the Computer Lab in the library, you decide to
write a letter to your parents in China to recount today’s event. Your narration should include at
least 5 out of the following details:
1) how you and your buddy Li You have been depressed by the fact that you have been
unsuccessful accessing internet connections to send your friends e-mails;
2) how you were overjoyed when Xiao Bai told you about the lab computer lab in the library;
3) how you and Li You asked for the location of the library and the computer lab in the
Chinese Restaurant;
4) what food and beverages you and Li You had ordered;
5) how you and Li You forgot to bring your ID cards along;
6) the exact time you arrived at the computer lab, the time the lab would close, and how much
time you would have in the lab;
7) how you told the lab clerk to forget about it tonight and to go back again the next day;
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TOTAL NUMBER OF CHARACTERS: ______
This document is available at our new class
website at
http://south.mpls.k12.mn.us/Dingman_Yu.html
圖書館里怪人多!
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